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Abstract
Reliable medical image recovery is crucial for accurate diagnoses and patient
wellbeing. However, high resolution imaging from limited sensory data leaves
substantial uncertainty about the authenticity of the recovered pixels. This study
aims to quantify this uncertainty so as to guide radiologists about the confidence of
their diagnoses. We put forth a probabilistic recovery scheme based on VAE-GANs,
comprised of a VAE generator and multi-layer CNN discriminator, that maps out
low-quality images with aliasing artifacts to diagnostic-quality ones. We leverage
Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimator (SURE) as a proxy for the prediction error, which
includes a divergence term (trace of the end-to-end network Jacobian) quantifying
the estimation uncertainty. Extensive empirical experiments are performed for the
task of magnetic resonance (MR) image recovery using a dataset of pediatric Knee
images. We statistically analyze the output distribution of the model using Monte
Carlo sampling to gauge the extent of variance, bias, and error across reconstruc-
tions. The results indicate that uncertainty level is significantly influenced by the
hyperparameter setting and network architecture. The key observations are that the
pixel uncertainty level: 1) increases as the GAN loss weight rises; and 2) decreases
as we add more recurrent units to the generator network (cascade of VAEs and data
consistency layers).
1 Introduction
Solving linear inverse problems is one of the primary challenges in many imaging tasks ranging from
natural to medical images. Recovery, however, is typically a daunting task for high resolution imaging
because of a lack of sensory measurement due to physical constraints when acquiring data. As such,
any image recovery scheme will yield a certain amount of uncertainty regarding the reliability of the
recovered pixels.
Though algorithms based on compressed sensing (CS) and especially deep learning (DL) have proven
very effective in image recovery, limited work has focused on quantifying uncertainty, exacerbating
an already significant lack of experimental methods for determining model robustness [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
Given the pernicious effects that the presence of image artifacts can have, such methods would have
incredible utility both as an evaluation metric and as a way of gaining interpretability regarding risk
factors for a given model and dataset [7].
Related work. A small but growing body of work has examined uncertainty in general computer
vision problems. Specifically, measurements of uncertainty have been computed by finding the mean
and point-wise standard deviation of test images using Monte Carlo sampling, though not for inverse
problems in particular [8]. With such a method, comparing the mean intensities of regions containing
an artifact and the surrounding area over several cases can provide statistical insights into the types of
errors made by the model.
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Other studies have explored using invertible neural networks to learn the complete posterior of system
parameters [9]. Through bootstrapping, point estimate uncertainty can be obtained statistically and
analyzed in a manner similar to posterior sampling. Uncertainty has also been analyzed from the
standpoint of data rather than variance introduced by generative models in the context of medical
imaging [10]. Techniques such as the bootstrap and jackknife can be used on the sampled input data to
produce accurate error maps that provide insight into the most risky ROIs in terms of reconstructions
without having access to the ground truth.
Nevertheless, the above approaches are generally constrained by the chosen models or applications
and do not apply broadly. Thus, given the nascent stage of this field of research, developing
straightforward and effective methods of quantifying uncertainty is incredibly important, with the
potential to enable holistic comparison and evaluation of model architectures and hyperparameters
across a range of problems.
Contributions. To this end, this work introduces procedures that can provide insights into robustness
of DL MR reconstruction schemes. In doing so, we develop a VAE-GAN model for MR image
recovery composed of a VAE generator and a multi-layer CNN discriminator. This model is notable for
its low error and probabilistic nature which is well-suited to an exploration of model uncertainty. We
also employ different loss functions and model architectures to compare results. We first use standard
statistical methods to better understand the variations and errors in the output image distribution
under different hyperparameter settings [11]. We then proceed to the eigen analysis of the DL model,
inspired by SURE as a surrogate for generalization MSE, whereby we explore the singular values of
the end-to-end Jacobians over the course of training. Extensive empirical evaluations are performed
on real-world medical MR image data. Our key observations include: 1) GAN loss introduces more
pixel uncertainty than pixel-wise loss, while better recovering the high-frequencies; 2) the cascaded
network architecture better leverages the physical constraint and results in more confident pixels.
All in all, the main contributions of this paper are summarized below:
• A novel VAE-GAN scheme for learning inverse maps
• Quantifying uncertainty using SURE and the eigen analysis of the network Jacobian
• Extensive empirical evaluations with statistical analysis of errors and variance for various
network architectures and training losses
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the preliminaries on neural
recovery algorithms and states the problem. Section 3 details the VAE-GAN architecture, while
generalization risk is analyzed in Section 4. Empirical evaluations are then reported in Section 5, and
Section 6 discusses the conclusions and future directions.
2 Preliminaries and Problem Statement
One key application of inverse problems is to Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), which has become
a critical healthcare tool over the years due to its unique ability to non-invasively obtain information
about tissue composition, structure, and anatomy. As a result, the development of accurate and rapid
MRI reconstruction methods could represent a major step forward for the field of medical imaging,
with the potential to enable powerful applications like diagnostic-guided surgery or cost-effective
pediatric scanning without anesthesia [12, 13]. However, to achieve a high spatiotemporal resolution,
significant undersampling is typically employed, leading to challenging image recovery problems.
Specifically, given an observation y, we need to recover an image x, where y = Φx0 (Φ = ΩF ,
the product of a subsampling mask and the Fourier operator), y ∈ Cm, x0 ∈ Cn, and m  n,
necessitating the use of prior information [14]. One theoretical risk with using DL models in this
recovery process, however, is the introduction of realistic artifacts, or so-termed "hallucinations",
which can prove costly in a domain as sensitive as medical imaging by misleading radiologists and
resulting in incorrect diagnoses [15, 16]. Hence, analyzing the uncertainty and robustness of DL
techniques in MR imaging is essential.
Problem statement. More concretely, it stands to reason that there exist multiple recovered images
that look both realistic and feasible given a specific data acquisition process. Thus, the objective
of this work is to learn a projection onto the intersection between a real image manifold S and the
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Figure 1: Admissible solutions (x0 is the true image).
data consistent subspace Cy := {x ∈ Cn : y = Φx}, and understand the uncertainty associated with
recovering the true image x0 (see Fig. 1).
3 VAE-GANs for Medical Image Recovery
For image recovery, we consider a GAN architecture, where the VAE serves as the generator function
G and a CNN as the the discriminator D. While VAE-GANs have been used successfully in low-level
computer vision tasks like super-resolution, they have not been applied to medical image recovery,
even though they have the advantage of being able to model high-frequency components that are
important in MRI reconstruction [17, 18]. Additionally, the probabilistic nature of this network
makes uncertainty analysis especially rich and compelling, which can add a layer of context to
radiologist interpretations of recovered images. To deepen our analysis of robustness, we also explore
a revised model architecture that is cascaded (i.e. the generator and data consistency portions of the
model repeat) for a certain number of "iterations." At test time, latent code vectors were sampled
from a normal distribution z ∼ N (µx, σx) to generate new reconstructions. To ensure that these
reconstructions did not deviate from physical measurement, data consistency was applied to all
network outputs, which we found essential to obtaining high SNR. Figure 2 depicts the model’s
components.
The data consistent subspace was obtained by applying an affine projection based on the undersam-
pling mask [18]. The VAE, in turn, was particularly useful to use as a generator function because
it learns a probability distribution of realistic images that facilitates the exploration process of the
manifold S. By randomly sampling latent code vectors corresponding to specific images, then, we
were able to traverse the space comprising S ∩ Cy and evaluate the results visually and statistically.
The loss functions used in training were based on the mixture of pixel-wise `2 and adversarial GAN
loss. The constant η was the weight for a KL-divergence term designed to force the latent code
(based on µx, σx for a given batch) to follow a normal distribution [19, 20]. The constant λ served as
the GAN weight, controlling the influence of the discriminator. As η increased, the integrity of the
generator latent code was preserved at the expense of reconstruction quality. Likewise, as λ increased,
the modeling of realistic image components was enhanced but MSE rose. The training cost is formed
as:
min
Θd
Ex
[
(1−D(x; Θd))2
]
+ Ey
[
(D(xˆ; Θd))2
]
min
Θg
Ex,y(1− λ)
[‖x− xˆ‖22 + ηDKL(N (µx, σx)‖N (0, 1))]+ λEy [(1−D(xˆ; Θd))2]
4 Uncertainty Analysis
4.1 Monte Carlo sampling
An effective way of analyzing uncertainty in computer vision problems is to examine the variability
of output images [7]. Nonetheless, this approach has not been applied to inverse problems or medical
image recovery. Utilizing the probabilistic nature of the VAE-GAN model, for a given input we can
draw samples from the resulting output distribution. This Monte Carlo sampling approach allows
one to evaluate variance as well as higher order statistics, which can be very useful in understanding
the extent and impact of model uncertainty. However, despite the important information the Monte
Carlo approach can provide, some important statistics such as bias are dependent on knowledge of
the ground truth, which motivates the next section on SURE.
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Figure 2: The model architecture, with aliased input images feeding into the VAE encoder, the latent code
feeding into the VAE decoder, and data consistency applied to obtain the output reconstruction. This output
serves as an input to the GAN discriminator, which in turn sends feedback to the generator. The generator and
data consistency layers are repeated in the case of multiple model iterations.
4.2 Denoising SURE
One of the most useful but underexplored statistical techniques for computing risk when the ground
truth is unknown is Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimator (SURE), which has not been used for uncertainty
analysis in imaging or DL problems [21]. Given the ground truth image x0, the zero-filled image (i.e.
the aliased input to the model) xzf = x0 +v, where v is noise, along with reconstruction xˆ = hθ(xzf),
where h represents the DL mapping, one can expand test MSE as:
E‖xˆ− x0‖2 = E‖x0 − xzf + xzf − xˆ‖2
= −nσ2 + E‖xzf − xˆ‖2 + 2Cov(xzf , xˆ)
SURE finds a surrogate for MSE when the ground truth is unknown. A key assumption behind
SURE is that the noise process v that relates the zero-filled image to the ground truth is normal
(v ∼ N (0, σ2I)). With this assumption, we can apply Stein’s formula which approximates the
covariance to obtain an unbiased estimate of the risk (E(SURE) = MSE).
SURE = −nσ2 + ‖xˆ− xzf‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
RSS
+σ2 tr(
∂xˆ
∂xzf
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
DOF
With the risk expressed in the above form, we can separate the estimate into two terms, with the first
term corresponding to residual sum of squares (RSS) and the second one corresponding to degrees
of freedom (uncertainty). This form importantly does not depend on x0 and approximates the DOF
with the trace of the Jacobian (gradient of reconstruction with respect to the zero-filled image), which
can be easily computed. As such, this attribute will be the primary measure of interest in the later
sections of this paper.
4.3 Compressed Sensing (CS) SURE
The primary challenge with the above derivation of SURE is that in reality the noise process v is not
always normal. For that reason, we explore Generalized SURE, which is more appropriate for use
in compressed sensing, since it is fairly safe to assume that noise produced from measurement is
indeed normal [22]. Given our observation y and desired image x0 with Gaussian noise w, related by
y = Φx0 + w, reconstructions from our learned model xˆ = fθ(y), and PΦ = ΦΦ† (the orthonormal
projection onto the range space of Φ), SURE can be expressed through the following equation. Note
that xzf = Φ†y and that Generalized SURE is a surrogate for projected MSE (E‖PΦx0 − PΦxˆ‖2).
SURE =
1
n
‖PΦx0‖2 + 1
n
‖PΦxˆ‖2 − 2
n
xˆTΦ†y +
2σ2w
n
tr(
∂xˆ
∂y
)
=
1
n
‖PΦx0‖2 + 1
n
‖PΦxˆ‖2 − 2
n
xˆTxzf +
2σ2w
n
tr(
∂xˆ
∂xzf
Φ†)
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Figure 3: The aliased input, reconstructions with one model iteration and pure MSE loss, one iteration and 10
percent GAN loss, two model iterations and pure MSE loss, and two iterations and 10 percent GAN loss, and the
ground truth for four representative slices.
Thus, we see that even if the noise process v in denoising SURE is not Gaussian, the above formulation
still contains the same Jacobian uncertainty term (though this time with respect to the measurement).
Since Φ† is known, this quantity can still be computed and has utility across a range of different data
acquisition processes [23].
5 Empirical Evaluations
In this section, we assess our model and methods on a dataset of Knee MR images. We first show
reconstructions produced with the VAE-GAN model, before demonstrating representative results
with the Monte Carlo and eigen analysis methods for quantifying uncertainty.
Dataset. The Knee dataset used for all experiments was obtained from 19 patients with a 3T
GE MR750 scanner [24]. Each volume consisted of 320 2D slices of dimension 320 × 256 that
were divided into training, validation, and test examples with a 70/15/15 split stratified by patient,
and a 5-fold variable density undersampling mask with radial view ordering (designed to preserve
low-frequency structural elements) was used to produce aliased input images xzf for the model to
reconstruct [25].
5.1 Network architecture
The VAE encoder was composed of 4 layers formed through a sequence of strided convolution
operations followed by ReLU activations and batch normalization [26]. Latent space mean, µ, and
standard deviation, σ, were represented by fully connected layers. The VAE decoder also had 4 layers
and utilized transpose convolution operations for upsampling [27]. Skip connections were utilized
to improve gradient flow through the network [28]. The discriminator function of the GAN was an
8-layer CNN. The use of multiple model iterations whereby the model repeats (generator and data
consistency portions) was also explored [29].
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Figure 4: Mean reconstruction, pixel-wise variance, bias, and error for a given reference slice across all
realizations. Row 1: 5% GAN loss (λ = 0.05) with two model iterations. Row 2: 0% GAN loss (λ = 0)
with one model iteration. Row 3: 5% GAN loss (λ = 0.05) with one model iteration. Row 4: 10% GAN loss
(λ = 0.10) with one model iteration.
Training was completed over the course of 30K iterations, with loss converging over roughly 20K
iterations. We utilized the Adam optimizer with a mini-batch size of 4, an initial learning rate of
5 × 10−5 that was halved every 5K iterations, and a momentum parameter of 0.9. Models and
experiments were developed using TensorFlow on an NVIDIA Titan X Pascal GPU with 12GB RAM.
A version of our TensorFlow source code is publicly available via GitHub [30].
5.2 Individual reconstructions
Figure 3 shows sample model reconstructions (using the mean of the output distribution) for repre-
sentative test slices with different hyperparameters. As the number of iterations increases from one to
two (columns 2 and 3 versus 4 and 5), the resulting outputs improve in quality (corresponding to a
roughly 1 dB gain in SNR). Additionally, progressively increasing values of GAN loss (from columns
2 and 4 versus 3 and 5) introduce high-frequency components and artifacts to the image, while
leading to sharper outputs. The highlighted ROI elucidates these effects, where the visual degradation
associated with poor recovery can be very detrimental to radiologist diagnoses. As expected, the
presence of adversarial loss increases average reconstruction SNR (and MSE) as Table 1 shows.
With limited GAN loss and additional iterations, though, the SNR is close to 20 dB, indicating that
the probabilistic VAE-GAN approach results in low-error image recovery, in addition to facilitating
uncertainty analysis.
5.3 Variance, bias, and error maps
Using the Monte Carlo method described earlier, which has not been previously utilized in inverse
problems or medical imaging applications, 1K outputs corresponding to different reference slices
were generated after training by feeding a test image into the model and sampling from the resulting
output distribution.
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Figure 5: Quantile-quantile plots with 0%, 5%, and 10% GAN loss, respectively, with one model iteration (top
row) and two model iterations (bottom row).
We show the mean of the 1K reconstructed outputs for a representative slice and plot the pixel-wise
variance, bias (using the mean image as the prediction), and error in Fig. 4, utilizing the common
relation error = bias2 + variance [31]. The concept of bias and variance is important in the
analysis of uncertainty because both the difference from the mean and the inherent variability across
realizations provide information on the portions of a given image most susceptible to the introduction
of realistic artifacts (along with precise numbers that can be used for comparison with different
hyperparameter and model schemes).
The results indicate that variance, bias, and error all increase as the number of model iterations
decreases (rows 1 and 3) and the GAN loss weight increases (rows 2 through 4). Furthermore in
all cases with GAN loss, the variance extends to structural components of the image, which poses
the most danger in terms of diagnosis. Nevertheless, with a reasonably conservative choice of GAN
weight λ, the risk is substantially lower. Note that these trends were observed with all reference slices
that were examined, but we show a single representative example here given that methodological
advancements are the primary contribution of this work.
5.4 Noise distribution
While CS SURE is the most relevant form of SURE for inverse problems, it is a proxy for projected
MSE, which can be more difficult to interpret than standard MSE. Furthermore, in many situations,
one might only have access to input data in the image domain, making it challenging to use CS SURE
to compute a useful result. For this reason, we use the Monte Carlo results above to show the validity
of denoising SURE, which approximates uncertainty with the end-to-end Jacobians in the image
domain, allowing for more widespread use.
As described earlier, the denoising SURE assumption is that the noise process v is normal. To test this
assumption, we use the Monte Carlo results from before to generate residuals (difference between
reconstructions and zero-filled image). Figure 5 shows the Q-Q plots of these residuals for different
conditions. We see that increased GAN loss has the effect of making the residuals slightly more
Gaussian, while more model iterations has the opposite effect (though marginal). While the noise
distribution is not perfectly Gaussian in any of the cases, we still focus on denoising SURE for the
remainder of the paper given that the distributions are sufficiently close for most quantiles and also
because of the aforementioned advantages with this method.
5.5 Eigen analysis
Using denoising SURE as in the prior sections, the DOF (trace of the Jacobian J := ∂xˆ∂xzf ) can
provide a quantitative metric for analyzing uncertainty when the ground truth is unknown that extends
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Figure 6: Average singular value magnitudes after 1, 15K, and 30K iterations of training, respectively, for pure
MSE loss and 10 percent GAN weight for both one and two model iterations.
Metrics 1 iter., 0% GAN 1 iter., 10% GAN 2 iter., 0% GAN 2 iter., 10% GAN
SNR (dB) 18.82 16.93 19.94 17.88
RSS 0.00072 0.0011 0.00054 0.00087
DOF 0.0015 0.0022 0.00093 0.0012
Table 1: Average SNR, DOF, and RSS for different experimental settings
to deterministic models as well. To evaluate this quantity, we first visualize the Jacobian’s singular
values averaged over all reconstructions in Fig. 6 by plotting sorted magnitudes with different model
conditions after 1, 15K, and 30K iterations of training (the one model iteration curves overlap in the
first plot as do the two iteration ones). By the end of training, we see that the two iteration model with
no GAN loss has the smallest singular values. Increased GAN loss and decreased model iterations
both result in larger singular value magnitudes, indicating enhanced sensitivity to input perturbations.
The average reconstruction SNR, RSS, and DOF (i.e. the integral of the singular value plots) are
shown in Table 1. The RSS was computed using variance maps (not dependent on the ground truth)
to approximate σ2. Increased GAN loss results in decreased SNR values and increased RSS and
DOF. Meanwhile, more model iterations result in higher SNR values and lower RSS and DOF,
demonstrating a simple way of improving reconstruction quality while reducing uncertainty. Note
that these results align closely with the Monte Carlo analysis from before, thereby reinforcing the
effectiveness of the eigen analysis approach in quantifying uncertainty.
6 Conclusions
This paper introduces a series of experimental methods to better analyze uncertainty in compressive
MR image recovery. To thoroughly explore realistic and data consistent images, we develop a
probabilistic VAE-GAN model, capable of reconstructing and generating medical images with low
error. We evaluate the model output distribution statistically in addition to using SURE to motivate
examining end-to-end Jacobians and their singular values, a technique that has not been previously
demonstrated. We show the utility both these methods can have in terms of gauging uncertainty and
serving as a metric of comparison between different models and hyperparameter settings. Furthermore,
such insights can directly benefit radiologists by providing more context for diagnoses.
In particular, we note that increased GAN loss leads to larger uncertainty, which is an intuitive result
that is important to remember when using adversarial loss to better model high-frequencies in the
data. On the other hand, multiple model iterations, whereby the generator and data consistency
portions of the network are repeated, decrease uncertainty, which suggests a simple yet effective way
of promoting robustness in medical image recovery. Most importantly, the methods presented in this
work can be extended beyond inverse problems and to multiple classes of models, including, in the
case of eigen analysis, deterministic ones.
Ongoing work is focused on understanding the specific effects of different data acquisition strategies
and regularization schemes on DL reconstruction robustness. Future work could involve exploring
the effects of network capacity and quantity of training data on model uncertainty.
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